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Abstract
Charge transfer processes between polyester and conductive fibre surfaces is studied using Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM). Three model systems are considered: a single isolated insulating polyester fibre, two conductive stainless steel fibres in galvanic or non-galvanic contact and an insulating polyester fibre in galvanic contact with a conductive stainless steel fibre. For first and third configurations, a two-stage process with two different time constants is observed corresponding to two mechanisms responsible for the charge transfer. For the second configuration, a single-stage process is observed. The presence of the conductive fibre facilitates the charge transfer on the insulating fibre.





The demand for antistatic textiles has been growing up in the recent years due to the large number of potential applications [1-3]. In antistatic fabrics, the most widely used method to dissipate electrical charges consists in dispersing conductive fibres inside the highly resistive base fabrics. The crucial point is that the accumulated charges should be safely and quickly dissipated. Many efforts have thus been done to understand the charge and/or discharge mechanisms in order to better control the static electricity [4-9]. Especially, a previous study performed at the mesoscopic level on antistatic felts showed that the electrical resistance of the felts varies linearly with the geometrical parameter (length/section) [10]. In this study, a specially designed prototype also allowed the measurement of the surface potential distribution on a millimetre scale. The potential distribution was found to exhibit a complex non linear behaviour, including possibly non linearity and hysteresis effects. However, it was difficult to determine the exact configuration of the fibres in these felts. The objective of the present study is thus to measure the surface potential distribution on single isolated fibres or between two fibres in galvanic or non-galvanic contact in order to confirm the non linearity and hysteresis effects at the microscopic scale.
Generally, charges deposited on the surface of materials may be neutralized along different mechanisms that lead to a decay of their density. Measurements of the surface potential variation may thus help to understand the charge transfer and/or discharge mechanisms [11-17]. In most conventional methods, a surface potential decay experiment involves the charging of the surface to a certain voltage using various charging methods, such as contact charging (with or without friction) [18-22], injection with an electron beam [23-25] or corona charging [11,14,17,26], etc. The time dependence of the surface potential due to the charge deposition and to discharge is then analysed. The charging mechanisms at play largely depend on the technique used for charging the surface and on the source of charge carriers.
Electrons can move "freely" in conducting materials. A charge deposited on a conductive surface will thus spread across the entire surface until an electrostatic force equilibrium is reached. On the contrary, electrons in insulating materials cannot move freely from atom to atom or molecule to molecule. Subsequently charge is seldom distributed evenly across the surface of an insulator. The charge transfer process on insulating surfaces is thus complicated and still not well-defined. In general, two main types of microscopic decay mechanisms are presented in literature.
First, charge dissipation can be done due to the so-called "external decay" mechanism that occurs via surface conduction and/or collisions with molecules in the surrounding atmosphere [26]. On a surface with constant surface conductivity, the first step of the charge decay is strongly influenced by the initial distribution of charges. Then, at longer times, the charge dissipation follows an exponential decay. 
A new idea is that charge dissipation is associated to adsorption and desorption events. In this case, a surface carrying an excess of negative charges, for instance, releases [OH(H2O)n]- ions and/or adsorbs [H(H2O)n]+ ions. The ions are exchanged with the surrounding atmosphere and lead to a net decrease of the negative charge [27].

Fig. 1. Sample set-ups for the KPFM analyses, (a) Polarized single polyester fibre (P configuration), (b) Polarized polyester fibre in galvanic contact with conductive fibres (P + B configuration) and (c) polarized conductive fibre in galvanic contact or non-galvanic contact with conductive fibres (B + B configuration). Conductive stainless steel fibres are in yellow, white fibres are insulating polyester fibres; the black pads on the left are the contacts where the polarization bias VAPP was applied. The grey disk is an insulating support made of Teflon. The blue rectangles are pieces of double face adhesive tape. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
Second, charge decay may occur through the bulk of the dielectric material, a mechanism referred as diffusive transport in previous works [28,29]. These mechanisms are not easy to be distinguished since several physical processes may give similar results and can vary according to the experimental conditions and the charging methods. Furthermore, most of the studies realized up to now were done on the surface of polymer films at the macroscopic and mesoscopic levels. The systematic investigation of microscopic surface potential decay is thus needed to complement the existing theories.
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) was first reported in 1991 [30] and is widely used for measuring the distribution of surface potential and for the detection of charges on a wide range of materials under different experimental conditions, such as metals, semiconductors and insulating materials [31-34]. The technique uses a metal coated or doped silicon tip. When the tip is brought in close proximity with the measured surface, the Fermi levels of both materials align themselves generating a contact potential, called the surface contact potential difference (Vcpd =  (Wt − Ws)/e with e the elementary charge (1.609 10-19 C) and Wt and Ws the work functions of the tip and sample materials respectively). This difference is compensated by an external applied potential, which enables the measurement of VCPD. If a bias voltage is applied to the sample, the measured voltage will be equal to the sum of the sample bias voltage and the contact potential. The measured surface potential on conductive surfaces refers thus to the surface work function. However, on insulating surfaces, the interpretation of the KPFM signal is not straightforward. Generally, the surface charge density is difficult to derive directly from the measured surface potential values. However, in a first approximation, the charge density which is constant on an area large enough to be resolved by KPFM is proportional to the measured surface potential (VS). Under these assumptions, the surface charge density σ (C.m-2) that is located on the insulating surface can be approximated using a capacitor equation [32,35].
	(1)
with εri the relative dielectric constant of the insulating surface layer, ε0, the vacuum dielectric permittivity and dts, the average tip-surface distance. Equation (1) comes from the fact that the charges induced in the probe by the applied voltage have to match the charges on the insulator surface in order to nullify the electrical force between the charged surface and the probe. On insulating surfaces, the absolute value of the charge density is still difficult to be derived. However, the charge density is proportional to the measured surface potential. In this context, KPFM has proven to be a useful tool to monitor the evolution of surface charges on material surfaces [33,36-38]. This technique is thus expected to be able to monitor surface charge decay (charge transport and dissipation behaviours) not only on the surface of single fibres but also on the surface of contacted fibres.
In this paper, microscopic surface potential evolution measurements are realized by KPFM on the surface of isolated fibres or on the surface of fibres in the presence of another fibre put in galvanic or non-galvanic contact with the studied fibre. A detailed and systematic study is performed on different fibre configurations. The charge, discharge and charge transfer behaviours are discussed as a function of time and the applied polarization voltages.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, two kinds of fibres commercially available were used: insulating polyester fibres and conductive stainless steel fibres which brand name is Bekinox® produced by the company Bekaert in Belgium (both types of fibres were provided by Sioen Nordifa, Belgium). The fibres are used for the manufacture of antistatic filters for filtering different kinds of powders. The diameter of the stainless steel fibres varies between 7 and 13 µm, and that of polyester fibre varies between 10 and 20 µm. The fibres were stored under ambient conditions and analysed as-received without any surface treatment.
KPFM experiments were performed using a Picoplus 5500 atomic force microscope (Agilent Technologies) equipped with a scanner of maximum scanning area of 100 × 100 µm2, with a MAC III AC module and an extender electronics module. Pointprobes probes coated with a layer of Pt/Ir on tip and detector sides were obtained from Nanosensors. The typical spring constant and resonance frequency of the cantilevers were 1.2-29 N m-1 and 75-260 kHz, respectively.
The experimental set-up is presented on Fig. 1. Prior to performing the charge or discharge experiments, different thicknesses of Teflon supports were tested and the result showed that the Teflon support should be thicker than 3 mm in order to avoid noticeable charge leakages. A notch was made on the double-face adhesive tape to ensure that the bias voltage was applied only on one single fibre. The whole set-up was mounted in the environmental chamber of the AFM and was allowed to stabilize overnight. The surface potential was found to have a strong dependence on the humidity. Low humidity reduces the charge and discharge rate [32]. Therefore, the relative humidity was controlled in the environmental chamber containing the sample by using a saturated solution of potassium acetate. The relative humidity can be kept at 25% at a temperature around 22° C.
Three sample configurations for KPFM measurements were used as presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the configuration used to polarize a single isolated polyester fibre, hereinafter called the "P configuration". The bias voltage was applied on one end of the polyester fibre and the surface potential variation was measured at different positions on the same polyester fibre. Fig. 1 (b) presents the configuration of a polarized polyester fibre in galvanic contact with three conductive fibres, hereinafter called the "P + B configuration". In this configuration, the polyester fibre was biased and the surface potential variation on the different conductive fibres was measured by KPFM. Fig. 1(c) presents the configuration of a polarized conductive fibres in galvanic or non-galvanic contact with conductive fibres, hereinafter called the "B + B configuration". The term of galvanic contact corresponds to the situation where there is a real physical and electrical contact between the fibres. Non-galvanic contact means that the two fibres are not brought into physical (electrical) contact. The polarized conductive fibre was biased with a voltage (VAPP) and the surface potential variation on the other conductive fibres was measured by KPFM.
KPFM one-pass mode was used [34], which means that topography and surface potential images were obtained simultaneously.
First, a topography image was realised to optimize the amplitude set-point and the gains. The scan size was limited to 5 × 5 µm2 areas because the limited vertical dynamic of the AFM scanner did not allow the acquisition of larger scale images due to the curvature of the fibres. The morphology of the studied fibres as revealed by SEM is presented in the supplementary information. Typically the free vibration amplitude was equal to 50 nm and the set-point ratio was around 0.8.
Then the AC bias voltage (amplitude between 1 and 2 V, frequency 15 kHz) was applied to the tip and the gains of the KPFM feedback loop were carefully tuned to obtain the surface contact potential image. Several scans were repeated to check that the contact potential was stable.
Finally, the bias voltage (Vapp) was applied to the sample and the evolution of the potential was measured by measuring two successive potential images (frames up and down or down and up without time delay between both frames). As shown in Fig. 2, the surface potential measured by KPFM on consecutive images (frames) increases gradually from line to line after the modification of the bias voltage along the arrows that represent the slow scan (frame) direction. The potential variation can be observed clearly on the KPFM images acquired on the conductive stainless steel fibre (Fig. 2(b) and (c)) and on the one acquired on the polyester fibre (Fig. 2(e) and (f)). As explained previously, the surface potential measured by KPFM is expected to be proportional to the surface charge density. The surface potential variation can thus be regarded as the variation of the surface charge due to charge transfer.
For the conductive stainless steel fibre (Fig. 2(b) and (c)), the surface potential clearly increases towards positive values after the application of the positive bias of 5 V. In this case, the contact potential between the Pt/Ir tip and the stainless steel fibre was slightly negative, between -0.4 and -0.8 V. 

For the polyester fibre (Fig. 2(e) and (f)), the surface potential increases but remains negative. This is due to the fact that the contact potential measured between the Pt/Ir tip and the insulating polyester surface was always negative with values between -4.0 and -5.0 V (see Fig. 2(a) in the supplementary information). This background contact potential had first to be subtracted before analysing the potential images.
The time dependent charge and discharge curves were obtained by analysing the potential images obtained on the fibres using home-made procedures developed on the Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics). The average surface potential of each scan line (average of 512 values) was calculated on the two consecutive potential images to obtain 1024 values. The values were reported as a function of the scan time deduced from the used scan rate (1 line/s). To take into account the surface contact potential, surface potential images were first acquired with a bias voltage of 0 V. Then measurements were performed with different applied bias voltages. Prior the analysis of the potential images, the Vcpd image obtained at 0 V bias was subtracted in order to suppress effects due to surface heterogeneities, surface topography and fibre curvature. More details on the analysis of the potential images are presented in the supplementary information.

Fig. 2. Topographic and potential images obtained on a conductive fibre in B + B configuration (a, b and c) and on a polyester fibre in P configuration (d, e and f) (see Fig. 1 for configurations) just after the variation of the bias voltage from 0 to 5 V. The KPFM images (512 lines) were acquired consecutively (b then c) and (e then f) at a scan rate of 1 line per second. The arrows represent the slow scan (frame) direction.

The influence of the length of the polyester fibre was characterised by measuring discharge curves for different distances between the polarization contact and the measurement point (P configuration) or between the polarization contact and the contact point with the conductive fibre (B + P configuration). After measurement of VCpd at 0 V, an initial polarization bias was applied for more than 2000 s. Then the polarization bias was set to 0 V and the variation of the surface potential was measured as a function of time. For the P configuration, the polarization bias was equal to 10 V and the measurement distances were equal to 1.0, 1.5 and 2.3 mm; the measurement at 1.0 mm was repeated twice to check the reproducibility. For the P + B configuration, the applied bias voltage was equal to 5 V and the conductive fibres were positioned at distances of 1.2, 2.6 and 4.2 mm; the measurement on the third fibre at 4.2 mm was repeated.

Fig. 3. Charge and discharge curves obtained on a polyester fibre (P configuration, Fig. 1 (a)) at a distance of 1.8 mm. (a) Charge and discharge curves for polarization bias voltages of 5 and 8 V; (b) log-lin curves corresponding to (a); (c) charge and discharge curves for positive (8 V) and negative (- 8 V) bias voltages; (d) log-lin curves corresponding to (c). The log of the potential was calculated as log(VAPP — V(t)) for the charge to allow comparison between the charge and discharge processes.


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Charge and discharge in P configuration and in P + B configuration
In the P configuration, one end of a polyester fibre was polarized and the variation of the surface potential was measured on the same fibre at various distances away from the contact point (Fig. 1(a)). In Fig. 3(a and b), the charge and discharge curves of a polyester fibre measured at a distance of 1.8 mm are presented for four polarization sequences: charge from 0 to 5 V, discharge from 5 to 0 V, charge 0-8 V and discharge 8 to 0 V. In Fig. 3(c and d), the charge and discharge curves obtained for positive and negative bias voltages (8 and -8 V) are compared. It can be first observed that within the experimental time (1024 s) the measured surface potential does not reach saturation corresponding to the applied bias voltage. In the discharge process, it is likely that the potential cannot return to 0 V. The fact that the discharge curves start at a lower potential than the final value in the corresponding charging curve is due to experimental delays between the manual switch off of the bias and the manual restart of the image scanning. During this delay, charges may already have diffused.
The exact same charge and discharge behaviours are observed for positive and negative bias voltages (Fig. 3(c and d)). The log-lin curves present two slopes both for the charge and the discharge suggesting that two-stage charge transfer processes occur. However, the different slopes observed for the charge and discharge curves suggest that different processes occur. The time constant of the 1st stage of the charge process is smaller than the one of the discharging process. In both cases, the 2nd process has a long time constant. In this second stage, the potential is relatively stable during the charge while it is unstable during the discharge.
In the P + B configuration, a polyester fibre was polarized at one of its extremity and the surface potential was measured on conductive fibres in galvanic contact with this polyester fibre (Fig. 1(b)). These experiments were used to simulate the kinetics of charge transfer processes from an insulating polyester fibre to a conductive fibre in galvanic contact. 
The charge and discharge curves obtained at a distance of 2.6 mm for four polarization steps are presented in Fig. 4: charge from 0 to 5 V, discharge from 5 to 0 V, charge 0-9 V and discharge 9 to 0 V.
The observed charge and discharge behaviours are quite different from those observed in the P configuration. When bias voltages of 5 or 9 V are applied to the polyester fibre, the surface potential on the conductive fibre cannot saturate to the value of the applied bias within the experimental time. In the discharge processes, the measured surface potential returns in both cases to a minimal value close to 0 V. On the log-lin curves (Fig. 4(b)), the charge and discharge behaviours seem to be simpler than those observed in the P configuration, with apparently only one time constant. The rate of the discharge process also appears to be much faster than the rate of the charge process. Experiments were also realized to prove that the behaviours are similar for positive and negative bias voltages. Different pairs of sample were tested in order to prove the reproducibility of the results. Similar charge behaviours were observed. However, oscillations and peaks can be observed on some charge or discharge curves (Fig. 1(a) or (b) for instance). These oscillations or peaks may be first due to impurities on the fibre surface. Second, they may be due to slight drift between successive KPFM scans leading to small errors when subtracting the contact potential.

Fig. 4. Charge and discharge curves obtained on a stainless steel fibre in galvanic contact with a polarized polyester fibre (P + B configuration, Fig. 1 (b)) at a distance of 2.6 mm. (a) Charge and discharge curves for polarization bias voltages of 5 and 9 V; (b) log-lin curves corresponding to (a). The log of the potential was calculated as log(VAPP — V(t)) for the charge to allow comparison between the charge and discharge processes.

In order to compare the charge and discharge behaviours for these two configurations, three exponential models were used to fit the obtained charge and discharge curves: simple exponential (Eq. (2)), double exponential (Eq. (3)) and stretched exponential (Eq. (4)).

In these equations, Vsat is the final potential reached after an infinite time, t0 is a delay time taking into account the delay between the modification of the polarization bias voltage and the beginning of the surface potential measurement, τ1 is the relaxation time for the first stage of the process and τ2 is the relaxation time for the second stage of the process. In the case of the single exponential or the stretched exponential models, only one relaxation time τ is obtained. As described in previous works [36], the stretched exponential function is often used as a phenomenological description of relaxation processes in disordered systems and can be viewed as describing a continuous distribution of relaxation times, β is the stretched parameter that varies between 0 and 1 for disordered systems.
The results of the fit of the experimental curves with the three models can be found in the supplementary information. Based on the values of the χ2 parameter resulting from the fit of these three models on the experimental data, it was found that the simple exponential equation is the best model for the charge and discharge processes in the P + B configuration. The double exponential equation is the most appropriate model for the charge and discharge processes in the P configuration (see SI).
Further experiments were done using various charging bias voltages, VAPP, for both configurations (Fig. 5(a and b)). In these experiments, the system was first allowed to fully discharge before applying a new bias voltage. Since it has been proved that the application of positive or negative bias voltages lead to the same behaviours only positive bias voltages were tested in these series of experiments. The distances between the polarization point and the surface potential measurement points for the P and P + B configurations were around 2.4 and 2.6 mm, respectively.
The simple exponential equation was used to fit the curves obtained for the P + B configuration while the double exponential equation was used for the P configuration. The values of the parameters resulting from the fit are given in Table 1.
The results show that independently of the applied bias voltage and the measurement sequence, the behaviours are similar. The ratio between the saturation potential and the bias voltage (Vsat/VAPP) is similar for each configuration whatever the applied bias (≈61% for the P configuration and ≈43% for the P + B configuration). This indicates that the amount of charges transferred within the charging time varies almost linearly with the applied bias voltage.
In the P configuration, a two stage charging process occurs with two time constants. The first stage is a fast process with a short time constant (τ1≈ 34.5 s) independent on the applied charging bias. The first fast charging process may be explained by a fast charge distribution due to the applied field and to ion exchange. The second stage is a slower process with a longer time constant (τ2≈ 170-450 s) that seem to increase with the applied charging bias. This second charging process may occur via the surface layer conductivity.
The behaviour in the P + B configuration can be well fitted with the simple exponential function corresponding to a single process. This process is rather slow with a time constant ranging between 160 and 240 s and also slightly increasing with the charging bias. The fast charge distribution process observed on the polyester fibre is not observed here, maybe biased by the presence of the contacting conductive fibre. If it is the case, the smaller time constant observed for the slow process in the case of the P + B configuration compared to the slow time constant in the case of the P configuration may suggest that the presence of the conductive fibre could increase the charge transfer rate.
The corresponding discharge curves for both configurations are presented in Fig. 5(c and d). For both cases, whatever the charging bias, the surface potential does not come back to 0 V within the measurement time (1024 s). It seems that it reaches a constant value corresponding to a residual potential. For the P configuration, the value of this residual potential increases with the value of the initially applied bias voltage, suggesting an increase of the residual trapped charges.
The discharge curves were also fitted with the double exponential function for the P configuration (Fig. 5(c)) and with the simple exponential function for the P + B configuration (Fig. 5(d)). In this case, Vsat represent the residual surface potential. The fitting parameters are reported in Table 2.
As for the charging process, two time constants are obtained for the discharge process in the P configuration. In this case, both time constants are independent on the value of the initial charging bias. The first fast process (τ1 ≈ 54 s) may be due to the fast charge neutralization by ion exchange with the environment (atmosphere). The second slow process (τ2≈ 1400 s) may correspond to trapped charges that slowly dissipate along the insulating fibre surface.
For the P + B configuration, the simple exponential function fits quite well the discharge curves suggesting that only one process occurs.




Results of the fit of the charging curves obtained on the P configuration (Fig. 5(a)) with the double exponential function and on the P + B configuration (Fig. 5(b)) with the simple exponential function: applied bias voltage VAPP, saturation voltage Vsat, ratio between the saturation voltage and the bias voltage Vsat/VAPP, relaxation times τ1, τ2 and τ.
P configuration	P + B configuration
VAPP	Vsat	Vsat/VAPP	τ1	τ2	VAPP	Vsat	Vsat/VAPP	τ
(V)	(V)	(%)	(s)	(s)	(V)	(V)	(%)	(s)
2.0	1.2	60	32 ± 48	177 ± 96	3.0	1.4	47	162 ± 34
5.0	3.0	61	38 ± 6	356 ±  117	5.0	2.1	41	173 ± 21
7.0	4.4	63	31 ± 12	362 ± 72	7.0	2.9	41	190 ±  17




Results of the fit of the discharge curves obtained on the P configuration (Fig. 5(c)) with the double exponential function and on the P + B configuration (Fig. 5(d)) with the simple exponential function: applied bias voltage VAPP, saturation voltage Vsat, relaxation times τ1, τ2 and τ.
P configuration	P + B configuration
VAPP	Vsat	τ1	τ2	VAPP	Vsat	τ
(V)	(V)	(s)	(s)	(V)	(V)	(s)
2.0	≈ 0.0	45 ± 23	1390 ± 330	3.0	0.2	280 ± 11
5.0	0.3	55 ± 11	1440 ± 230	5.0	0.2	228 ± 26
7.0	0.5	55 ± 7	1300 ± 150	7.0	0.2	217 ± 19
9.0	0.6	59 ± 6	1470 ± 170	9.0	0.2	211 ± 13

It seems that the fast charge neutralization process occurs almost instantaneously thanks to the presence of the conducting fibre. This explains why the discharge curves start at a lower potential value than the one reached at the end of the charging process and a lower potential value than in the case of the discharge of the P configuration. The value of the time constant for the "slow" process in the P + B configuration is around 230 s. This value is smaller than that of the second stage process in the P configuration. Both observations suggest that the contact with the conductive fibre accelerates the discharge processes of the polyester fibre.
The residual potential gradually increases from ≈ 0-0.6 V for initial polarization bias ranging from 2 to 9 V for the P configuration. In the P + B configuration, the residual surface potential value is approximately equal to 0.2 V in all cases. This residual potential may be due to residual trapped charges on the surface of the polyester fibre or within the dielectric.
The discharge curves measured at different distances from the polarization electrode for the P and the P + B configurations are presented in Fig. 6. These curves were again fitted using the double exponential function (Eq. (3)) for the P configuration and with the single exponential function (Eq. (2)) for the P + B configuration. The results of these fits are presented in Table 3.

Fig. 6. Discharge curves measured (a) for the P configuration at different distances from the charging electrode and (b) for the P + B configuration with the contacting conductive fibre at different distances from the charging electrode. The solid lines are fit of the experimental data with the double exponential function (Eq. (3)) for the P configuration (a) and with the single exponential (Eq. (2)) function for the P + B configuration (b).

Table 3
Results of the fit of the discharge curves obtained on the P configuration (Fig. 6(a)) with the double exponential function and on the P + B configuration (Fig. 6(b)) with the simple exponential function: distance from the polarization electrode d, relaxation times τ1, τ2 and τ.
P configuration	P + B configuration
d	τ1	τ2	d	τ
(mm)	(s)	(s)	(mm)	(s)
1.0	37 ± 4	1710 ± 330	1.2	142 ± 39
1.0	42 ± 7	232 ± 62	2.6	159 ± 12
1.5	37 ± 10	74 ± 65	4.2	227 ± 26
2.3	61 ± 12	307 ± 70	4.2	229 ± 24

For the P configuration, both time constants do not vary regularly with the distance from the charging electrode. The two curves measured at the same position even present totally different behaviours. It seems thus that on the insulating polyester fibre, the discharge process does regularly and reproducibly vary with the distance (position).

In the P + B configuration, with a conductive fibre connected to the polyester fibre, the discharge process becomes more regular and reproducible. Especially, similar behaviours and time constant values are measured for the two tests at the same distance. The time constant slightly increases with the distance of the conducting fibre from the polarization electrode (Table 3). The conductive fibre contacting the polyester fibre is thought to quickly dissipate the unevenly distributed charges to the surrounding environment, leading to a more stable and faster discharge process of the insulating fibre.

3.2. Charge and discharge in the B + B configuration
Fig. 7 presents the results of the charge and discharge experiments performed on the B + B configuration (Fig. 1 (c)). The distance between both fibres was equal to 2.4 mm. From Fig. 7(a), it can be observed that when depositing charges on the first conductive fibre, the surface potential on the other conductive fibre in non-galvanic contact gradually increases and tends to saturate at a value corresponding to the applied polarization bias, 5 or 8 V in the present cases. In the discharge process, contrary to what was observed for the conductive fibres in contact with a polyester fibre (P + B configuration), the surface potential gradually decreases to come back to 0 V. Two charge and discharge regimes may be observed (Fig. 7(b)) with apparently similar time constants for the charge and discharge processes. Similar behaviours are also observed for positive and negative values of the polarization bias (Fig. 7(c and d)).
The three exponential functions (Eqs. (2)-(4)) were also used to fit the charge and discharge curves obtained for the B + B configuration. The results are presented in the supplementary information. The double exponential function appeared to give the best results as expected and was actually used to fit the charge and discharge curves (solid lines in Fig. 7(a)). Similar values of the time constants were obtained for the charge and discharge processes as well as for the different polarization bias. All the curves where thus simultaneously fitted to obtain average values of the time constants: τ1 = 113 s and τ2 = 463 s.
The effect of the distance between the surface of the polarized fibre and the tip of the conductive fibre in non-galvanic contact was also analysed. In Fig. 8, the variation of the time constants τ1 and τ2 as a function of this distance is presented. For all the distances, a two stage process was observed with two distinct values of time constants. Both time constants slightly increase with the distance at similar rates.
When charge and discharge curves were measured on a conductive fibre in galvanic contact with the polarized conductive fibre (Fig. 1(c)), the measured potential immediately reached the value of the applied polarization bias voltage without any delay. This suggest that in the case of conductive fibres, no charge are exchanged with the environment.
The observed behaviour for the B + B configuration with fibres in non-galvanic contact was modelled as depicted on the scheme in Fig. 9. In this model, the system corresponds to two RC cells in series with a supplementary series resistance modelling the tip-surface and the probe resistance. As demonstrated in the supplementary information, this electrical model leads to a variation of the voltage at the tip-surface contact point following a double exponential function as experimentally observed.
In the case of a resistance RT much smaller than the resistances R1 and R2, the time constants are given by

with τ1 ⟪ τ2.
This model does not take into account the resistances of the stainless steel fibres since it was already demonstrated that this resistance is negliglible compared to the resistance of the oxide passivation layer and of the AFM probe [39].

Fig. 7. Charge and discharge curves measured on the B + B configuration (Fig. 1(c)) for conductive fibres in non-galvanic contact at a distance of 2.4 mm. (a) Charge and discharge curves for the following polarization bias sequences: 0-5 V, 5 to 0 V, 0-8 V and 8 to 0 V; solid black curves are the results of the fit with the double exponential function, (b) Log-lin curves corresponding to the curves in (a), (c) Charge and discharge curves for positive (0-5 V and 5 to 0 V) and negative (0 to — 5 V and -5 to 0V) polarization bias, (d) Log-lin curves corresponding to (c). The log of the potential was calculated as log(VAPP — V(t)) for the charge to allow comparison between the charge and discharge processes.


Fig. 8. Variation with the distance between the polarized fibre and the measured conductive fibre (B + B configuration) of the time constants τ1 and τ2 obtained by fitting the charge and discharge curves. Solid lines are linear fits of the data.
As depicted in Fig. 9, one of the RC cells may correspond to the impedance of the medium between both conductive fibres. The second RC cell may account for the impedance of the oxide layer, also called passivation film, present on the surface of the stainless steel fibres. The semi-conducting properties of this layer were studied by current-sensing AFM [39].

Fig. 9. Model for the two stage charge and discharge process observed for the B + B configuration with two RC cells in series with the probe (in green) resistance RT. The first RC cell, R1 and C1, stands for the resistance and the capacitance of the medium between both conductive fibres (in blue). The second RC cell, R2 and C2, models the resistance and the capacitance of the oxide layer covering the stainless steel fibres (in red). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a systematic study of charge and discharge processes on systems consisting individual polyester fibres and conductive Bekinox fibres surfaces has been completed by Kelvin probe force microscopy using an original procedure.
Three configurations were studied. First, the surface potential variation was measured on a single polyester fibre polarized at one end (P configuration). Second, the surface potential was measured on a conductive stainless steel fibre in galvanic contact with an insulating polyester fibre polarized at one end (P + B configuration). In this configuration, the effect of the distance between the polarization electrode and the contact between both fibres was studied. Finally, the surface potential variation was measured on conductive fibres in non-galvanic contact with another conductive fibre polarized at one end (B + B configuration). The effect of the distance between both fibres was studied. The possible charge and discharge mechanisms involved have been discussed.
For the P configuration, a two-stage process with two different time constants was observed suggesting the presence of two mechanisms responsible for the charge transfer along the surface of the polyester fibre. The fast charge transfer process was attributed to field-assisted ion exchange with the environment, an electrochemical charging mechanism where ionic charge carriers are generated by the field-adsorbed water meniscus at the biased probe [32,40]. The slow charge transfer process was attributed due to charge diffusion on the fibre surface. The charge and discharge behaviours are independent on the polarity of the polarization bias voltage.
For the P + B configuration, a single-stage process with only one time constant was observed. The value of the time constant was intermediate between the values of the time constants obtained for the P configuration. This observation was interpreted as an improvement of the charge transfer due to the contact of a conductive fibre with the polyester fibre. This hypothesis was supported by the fact that more reproducible charge and discharge processes were observed in this case. It is suggested that the charge neutralization by ion exchange occurs almost instantaneously and that charge migration is favoured.
For the B + B configuration, two-stage charge and discharge processes were also observed. Both time constants were found to slightly increase with the distance between the polarized fibre and the fibre on which the surface potential was measured. In the present case, the observed behaviour was attributed to the presence in the system of the RC cells in series with the resistance of the tip. One of these RC cell modelled the impedance between both fibres; the second RC cell modelled the impedance of the surface passivation layer present on the surface of the stainless steel fibres.
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